C L E A N E R S

SKIMMING TOP MODE

BOTTOM/WALL MODE

TriVac™ 700

THE EASIEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR
POOL’S SURFACE SPARKLING CLEAN.

THOROUGHLY CLEANSE AND
REJUVENATE YOUR POOL’S INTERIOR.

Whenever your pool needs a quick refresh, choose
TriVac 700’s exclusive Skimming Top Mode to swiftly
pick up floating dirt and debris.

When your pool requires comprehensive care,
choose TriVac’s Bottom/Wall Mode to scour the floor,
walls and coves with flawless results every time.

Cleans carefully and completely.
TriVac’s patented AquaDrive® technology propels the cleaner across the surface and
around the interior of the pool as it scoops up dirt and debris. A wide vacuum inlet
prevents clogging, low-friction wheels reduce impact on pool surfaces and a unique short
back-up sequence allows the cleaner to maneuver easily in and around sharp corners.

Clean on a
whole new level.

TriVac ™ 500

FEATURE

TRIVAC 700

TRIVAC 500

Part Number

TVP700C

TVP500C

Surface Skimming (Skimming Top Mode)

Wall Cleaning (Bottom/Wall Mode)

•
•
•

•
•

Max Pool Size*

20' x 40'

20' x 40'

Debris Bag Capacity

6 Quarts

6 Quarts

Cleaning Path Width

9"

9"

Suction Intake Diameter

2-1/2"

2-1/2"

Venturi Jets

3

3

Hose Length

30'

30'

Drive and Back-up System

AquaDrive Technology

AquaDrive® Technology

Average Back-up Frequency

60-75 seconds

60-75 seconds

Average Back-up Time

5-10 seconds

5-10 seconds

Cleaning to Back-up Ratio

90% – 10%

90% – 10%

Optimal Working Pressure

23 PSI

23 PSI

Warranty

2 years

2 years

Floor Cleaning (Bottom/Wall Mode)

®

*Optional hose kit is available for larger pools or special configurations.

Hunts down dirt in hard-to-reach places.
With a stronger sweep hose, there’s virtually no area of your pool that TriVac can’t
reach. The powerful design extends into corners, across stairs, onto benches and under
ledges, allowing the cleaner to pick up even the most settled dirt and debris.

HAYWARD BOOSTER PUMP**
(SOLD SEPARATELY)
Part Number

6060

Rated Horsepower

3/4

Hayward® Booster Pump is exceptionally
quiet and uses up to 40% less electricity
than other booster pumps.

**Booster Pump required for operation

TriVac™ Series

Visit Hayward.com/TriVacVideo to see the TriVac series cleaners in action.

Makes managing debris easier than ever.
With a patented extra-large debris bag and unique float, TriVac 700 can carry more
without getting dragged down. Emptying is easy too—simply remove the float and rinse
through the wide bag opening.

To take a closer look at other Hayward products, go to
hayward.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.

PRESSURE CLEANERS

NEW

Total System: Pumps I Filters I Heating I Cleaners I Sanitization I Automation I Lighting I Safety I White Goods
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AquaDrive® technology, low-impact design
for high-impact results.

TriVac series cleaners are equipped with Hayward’s patented AquaDrive technology: powerful jets that
propel the cleaners easily and efficiently around the pool. No matter the cleaning mode, AquaDrive helps
TriVac get the job done faster and with less wear-and-tear—a win for both you and your pool.

SKIMMING TOP MODE

BOTTOM/WALL MODE

YOU CHOOSE, WE CLEAN.
From skimming to scouring, TriVac™ 700 has your pool covered.

AquaDrive provides the power behind TriVac 700’s unique skimming capability.
Pressurized water passes through the rear downward facing jet, propelling the cleaner forward to skim the surface of the
water. As the cleaner moves, two dedicated skimming jets force debris into the bag, giving you a pool surface that sparkles.

Introducing the TriVac 700 pressure cleaner from Hayward®—the only cleaner that can skim debris
from the surface of the water or thoroughly vacuum the pool floor, walls and coves. Simply turn the dial left for
Skimming Top Mode or right for Bottom/Wall Mode and enjoy the results you want, when you want them.

AquaDrive provides complete coverage of the pool interior while minimizing impact on
surfaces. Pressurized water passes through the rear upward facing jet, propelling the cleaner forward on its low-friction wheels
to quickly clean the pool floor, walls and coves. As the cleaner moves, three powerful venturi jets force debris into the bag,
ensuring you get a total clean.

When surface debris isn’t an issue,
TriVac 500 has everything you need.
The low-friction wheels of its patented AquaDrive
technology gently travel the entire interior of your pool
as its wide vacuum inlet scoops up more dirt and debris.
An advanced sweep hose helps the cleaner cover corners
and crevices, while a unique short back-up sequence helps
it work faster. With an extra-large debris bag and unique
float, choosing TriVac 500 means you’ll spend less time
on maintenance and more time on relaxation.

UNIQUE BACK-UP SEQUENCE When TriVac runs up against a wall or another obstacle, AquaDrive reduces
back-up time so the cleaner can get back to work faster. Pressurized water is diverted to the front jet, reversing cleaner direction.
Flow is then re-diverted to the rear jets for forward momentum and continued cleaning.

